
SOLUTION BRIEF

Containers’ Infrastructures Are Increasingly 
Becoming Soft Targets for Modern Attacks
Containers have become the most favored application workload for 
modern cloud architectures.  However, container infrastructures also 
unfortunately present a significantly larger and more dynamic attack 
surface for attackers to exploit. To make matters worse, most organizations 
do not have an effective container security strategy in place due in 
large part to the evolving and often misunderstood container threat 
model. Recent modern attacks exemplify how multi-stage attacks are 
extensively using containers as points of entry, lateral movement and active 
exfiltration. A new purpose-built solution for container security is needed. 

The Container Threat Model
The plain fact is that container infrastructures can be compromised in several new ways in comparison with traditional VMs. 
Vulnerabilities in the container application are the leading cause of active exploits, for both zero day and well entrenched 
vulnerabilities. But the rapid rise of CI/CD automation has also made it far easier to push more vulnerable code into production 
containers. Attackers can gain privileged access into containers via the worker node or the container runtime through an entire 
class of exploits. Simple misconfigurations in the Kubernetes orchestration layer can allow the attacker to control over the entire 
cluster of containers. Recent attacks where hackers converted entire clusters into coin-mining fields is a telling example of the 
scale of control plane attacks. 

Limitations of Current Container Security Tools
Popular Cloud security tools offer preventative and hardening controls that limit the attack surface, but they can’t be expected to block 
all attacks. And while today’s detection tools claim to detect container attacks, they suffer from some significant design handicaps:

NOISY AND FP PRONE  In an effort to maximize detection rate, container security tools generate too many alerts which are 
often false positives and so numerous that it is impossible to triage them manually. This “high detection rate” ultimately has a 
counterproductive effect, where meaningful detections often get overlooked by alert-weary SecOps teams. 

NO BIG-PICTURE VIEW  Modern attacks are stealthy and multi-stage. Attackers move laterally from one workload to another over 
large gaps in time to evade detection. Today’s tools analyze detections in isolation and cannot connect the dots to reveal an attacker 
moving slowly but deliberately through the infrastructure. 

SILOED DETECTIONS  Attackers are sophisticated enough to know what security tools are likely deployed in an environment. They 
plan each move to evade detection by any one single tool. By combining the weak signals from multiple tools however, it is possible to 
deduce the attacker’s intention. Unfortunately, cloud security tools today make no effort to detect attacks using such a collaborative, 
best of breed integration approach. 

Container Security with Threat Storyboarding
Real-time Threat Storyboarding is a unique capability only available in the Confluera CxDR solution. With this capability, security 
teams can respond to complex cloud native threats in real-time as they are occurring. It displays the entire attack progression 
from how it started to what it’s doing now in real-time.  The level of accuracy provided by the Real-time Threat Storyboarding has 
been previously available only from a post-breach manual forensics exercise. The real-time nature and accuracy of the attack 
sequencing enable organizations to stop cyberthreat in its tracks before a breach can occur.

Confluera delivers real-time discovery, threat detection, and observability for container environments by combining behavioral 
detections and anomaly analysis to detect a broad spectrum of container exploits in real-time. Confluera’s unique ability to 
storyboard lateral movements between hosts and containers enables faster interception of run-time threats navigating across 
container environments. Confluera also combines signals from other Cloud security tools into the storyboards to further enhance 
the early detection capabilities for stealthy attacks. 
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Challenges
n     Most common way to gain control over a container is by exploiting vulnerabilities on container application

n     Rapid adoption of DevOps practices is also leading to increase in vulnerable containers

n     ShiftLeft tools are noisy and don’t prevent vulnerabilities from entering the runtime environment

n     Attackers can take over containers by exploiting container engine or worker node vulnerabilities as well

n     Once attackers take control of a container, they can escape to worker nodes and other containers

n     Misconfigurations in container infrastructure allow attackers to take over large number of workloads

n     Auto scaling models and short-lived containers make it difficult to trace attacker presence and activity trail

Solution
n     Real time visibility into container infrastructure across Kubernetes clusters, active containers, container images, and their 

underlying vulnerabilities 

n     Continuous stitching of execution trails spanning across hosts, containers, and services to create real-time visual 
storyboards of malicious intent

n     Continuous monitoring for container threats spanning zero-day exploit behavior, application behavior anomalies, 
container escapes, unusual orchestration and worker node compromise

n     Ranking of vulnerable assets based on participation in run-time progressions and comprehensive mapping of container 
images and Kubernetes application entities involved in threat storyboards, 

n     Prioritization of risky applications, containers and images for DevSecOps team to make informed decisions and drive 
focused remediation

1.   Automatic Container Discovery & activity 
monitoring
Confluera provides a single click interface to 
automatically discover all cloud workloads, namely 
VMs, worker nodes, and managed Kubernetes 
clusters. Confluera then discovers all actively running 
Kubernetes pods and underlying containers as well as 
standalone docker containers. Confluera then gathers 
and distills rich event telemetry from containers and 
hosts into key actionable insights and security KPIs 
that span a wide range of use cases, including runtime 
behavior, user session tracking, lateral movements, 
privileged activity, north-south network activity, and 
manipulation of mission-critical assets.

Key Use Cases: Container Security with Confluera CxDR

https://www.confluera.com
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4.  Detection for container escapes and exploits
Confluera ranks container assets integrating runtime 
results on top of build time ones and presents an 
‘actionable’ prioritized set of container images to be 
investigated and remediated by devsecops teams, 
significantly reducing the noise introduced by 
standalone ShiftLeft solutions.  

5.   Combine signals from other runtime  
security tools
Attacker activities, both malicious and benign, 
manifest themselves from different vantage points. 
To spot an attack, security teams must have a wide-
angle view of the infrastructure. The more you can see, 
the better equipped you are to intercept bad actors. 
Confluera’s CxDR engine integrates detections and 
telemetry from threat intelligence feeds and other 
security tools into its threat storyboards, enabling 
high confidence threat detection and speeds up 
investigations.

2.  Lateral and vertical movement tracking
If the goal is to intercept an attack in real-time, just 
knowing what the attacker did on one container 30 
minutes ago is not powerful enough. You need to  
instantly know where that attacker has been, and 
where they are at this very moment. At the heart of 
Confluera’s Continuous Attack Graph technology is its 
ability to accurately track the adversary’s trail in real-
time. It uses an array of proprietary instrumentation 
techniques and algorithms that stitch underlying 
container and host activities along with east-west 
lateral movements between containers and hosts to 
track every step of the adversary, right from where it 
entered the infrastructure to where it has currently 
moved to. 

3.  Threat storyboarding for containers 
Confluera continuously stitches execution trails spanning across hosts, containers, and services to create real-time visual 
storyboards of malicious intent. When these execution trails pass through vulnerable assets, Confluera bumps up the severity of 
these threat storyboards based on the severity of the vulnerability and the type of behavior observed on the workload. You can 
now prioritize remediation for the specific containers and container images that are not just vulnerable but are also the most 
targeted by malicious actors. 

https://www.confluera.com
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6.   Integrate ShiftLeft findings for vulnerable 
containers 
Confluera CxDR integrates with ShiftLeft tools to 
provide security teams unprecedented visibility into 
how build-time vulnerabilities are surfacing in the 
production environment. SecOps teams not only see 
which containers are vulnerable but also get alerts if 
any attack progressions are targeting such containers. 
These benefits enable proactive and prioritized 
remediation of ShiftLeft risks that translate to the 
biggest exposure in the runtime environment.

7.  Surgical Response capabilities 
When a vulnerable container is under attack, the right 
response requires not only an immediate runtime 
action (i.e., kill and replace container, remove attacker 
apparatus, etc) but also an immediate feedback to 
the build & deploy pipeline to prevent the vulnerability 
from surfacing in other portions of the runtime 
environment. Confluera provides surgical response 
actions for runtime as well as a remediation workflow 
where the user is directed to the ShiftLeft solution to 
fix the vulnerabilities in the build & deploy stages.

Why Confluera
Confluera delivers a complete solution that not only provides continuous run-time interception of threat actors navigating their 
cloud and container applications, but also provides a connected view of security events generated across their deployed security 
stack. Confluera CxDR is the only cloud detection and response solution that:

n    Delivers real-time threat detection and observability for container environments by combining behavioral detections and 
anomaly analysis to detect a broad spectrum of container exploits and escapes in real-time

n    Stitches together the full context of container, host, and network activity and detections into real-time storyboards 

n    Provides full 360-degree context of isolated threat signals threat results from diverse sources ranging from run-time cloud-
native AWS GuardDuty detections to build-time ShiftLeft risk results from a platform like Snyk. 

https://www.confluera.com


About Confluera Confluera is the leading provider of next-generation Cloud eXtended Detection and Response (CxDR) solutions. 
Recognized by Forbes as one of the Top 20 Cybersecurity Startups to Watch in 2021, Confluera’s storyboard technology automates cyber-
attack analysis making small and large security teams more efficient.  The solution has unprecedented visibility of attacks in the cloud 
and modern application architectures, reveals threats in real-time, and will shut down advanced multistage attacks. To learn more about 
Confluera’s award-winning solution, visit www.confluera.com.
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Implementation
Confluera CxDR is designed for simple deployment and configuration. With a single click, Confluera can discover all the cloud 
workload assets running on your cloud account. The next step is to roll-out the lightweight Confluera agents on VMs and 
Kubernetes clusters, a process that can be fully automated. Next, set up integration with ShiftLeft tools using our one-click 
workflow. Within a few minutes, the run-time containers are discovered, vulnerable run-time containers are identified and 
prioritized based on their participation in the threat progressions.

Benefit of Confluera CxDR 
Confluera delivers a complete solution that not only provides continuous run-time interception of threat actors navigating their 
cloud and container applications, but also provides a connected view of security events generated across their deployed security 
stack. Confluera is unique in its ability to:

n    Deliver real-time threat detection and observability for container environments by combining behavioral detections and anomaly 
analysis to detect a broad spectrum of container exploits and escapes in real-time

n    Piece together the full context of container, host, and network activity and detections into real-time storyboards

n    Provide full 360 degree context of isolated threat signals from diverse sources ranging from run-time cloud-native AWS 
GuardDuty detections to build-time ShiftLeft risk results from a platform such as Snyk. 
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